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TO THE SUMMER HOUSE (For Jay Socin) 

We passengers, chattering on the Styx, 

gather up our packages, like derelicts 

who have got across a winter's war 

and, arriving at another year, 

disembark at the battered dock 

to that huge, public symbol of the sea. 

We pull a weight of wagonloads 

to those waiting doors our years have known before 

and, turning down the weathered walk 

to the wintered house, 

through the thin, shivering trees, 

we reach for the private comfort found 

in the handy symbol of another summer's key. 

Like sad Frankensteins, 

we lumber through 

the hard debris of rooms 

where we had stored 

last summer's furniture, 

stacked and propped like bodies dead 

from our neglect, 

lifeless, 

from the winter's cold. 

As divers reach 

upward to the surface of the sky 

after their long, deep plunge, 

we draw the reluctant curtains back, 

raise the shades, let light in, 

and open drawers to all our things 

rising from the recess of the dark. 

New buds are blooming 

like Christmas on the straining trees. 

The sun's terror is distant, 

the fire of that last symbol, warm and right, 

as we take that heat for its own sake; 

we will leave the night as that night was 

- - see daylight as it is. 
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In nothingness, 

the sun's hot body cannot float; 

to nothingness, does not sink, 

but suspends itself 

in circles of self-sustained balloons. 

My body is tied to gravity. 

My bones are magnetized 

and hard as iron. 

Yet this body knows 

its high-timed origins, 

and, in praise of noon, 

leans upward toward the source of heaven 

and in that land of plenty 

blooms. 
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